Our Warsaw office is located in the Warsaw Spire – Poland’s tallest office building

Warsaw is the capital, and largest city in Poland

Our offices are on Plac Europejski 1, 00-844, Warsaw

You’ll find our team frequenting Hala Koszyki, the market hall, with plenty of bars and food from all over the world in one place

The Royal Castle was reconstructed to its pre-war design in the 1970s and 80s – using salvaged items. Together with The Old Town, it is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site, visited by over 500,000 people every year

120,000 expats in Warsaw and the district make up for 25% plus of foreigners residing in Poland

The Palace of Culture and Science’s most unusual employees are cats – used to deter mice!

Quotes:

− “My favorite lunch spot is ‘Mago’, which serves very traditional Polish cuisine. It’s hidden in a basement and not advertised” – Agata, Operations
− “Warsaw is in the heart of Poland, which means getting to the sea or to the mountains takes the same time” – Bianka, Human Capital Management
− “Yoga on the rooftop is one of my favorite GS traditions” – Jonathan, Risk
− “The coffee in the office is great. We have really nice shared spaces for eating lunch or taking a break” – Bradley, Consumer and Wealth Management
− “We love to watch Legia Warszawa Football Team, one of the most successful Polish Football Clubs in history” – Nicholas, Operations
− “The airport is basically in town, which makes it feel super connected” – Sam, Operations

Our Favorite Museums and Art Galleries:

− Polin Museum of the Story of Polish Jews
− Warsaw Uprising Museum

Warsaw is 28% green spaces. Of its 88 parks our favorite parks are:

− Szczesliwicki Park – sports facilities galore
− Skaryszewski Park – dotted with sculptures

See yourself here. Click the apply button on our students or professionals pages to explore opportunities in Warsaw and around the world